1993 chevrolet falcon

Edit: Some viewers of this ad are having issues loading the images. This is a very solid vehicle
that I wouldn't hesitate driving across country. The interior isn't cosmetically perfect, and could
use some finishing touches and trim; this is merely cosmetic and the electrical, plumbing, etc.
The table is removable and the couch transforms into a full-size bed. Also, the cab over can be
used for sleeping or storage. New Tires and wheels, new updated polyiso insulation. Everything
in the interior is less than two years old and bought new. Body is now rust free. Class B
CamperThis campervan has been complete overhauled and recently July - Jan completed a trip
from Virginia to California and back to Louisville. It has a 12v solar system, shore power, and
12v to AC We are selling our Chevrolet Falcon Camper Van that is in great condition! This van
has only 28, miles on it and is a very unique find. The tires are in excellent condition and
everything is fully functional. This 19 foot Chevy Falcon is a compact and affordable camper
van that is Around 72, original milesUpdated stereo with cd, mp3, usb, and dvd player on small
screen for road tripsStove Refrigerator 12v, Shore power, propane MicrowaveToiletShowerwood
cabinets for plenty of storagecloset for clot Full kitchen with stove, oven, microwave and
refrigerator. Full restroom with toilet, shower and tub. Queen loft bed and Full converable sofa.
Onan generator, starts and runs. Dodge 1 ton Chassis. Runs perfectly. New tires and batteries.
Recent ser New gray a Email Poster Message. Ford Falcon Rv Boondock ready 53k miles 19ft.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional
mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required.
Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited
reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the
vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed
on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or
more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2.
Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications?
Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's
worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info
needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate.
State Select State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Chevrolet Chevy Van.
See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book
value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find
the market value of your Chevrolet Chevy Van on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic
facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the
vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower
two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a Chevrolet Chevy
Van is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage, condition level,
options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your
vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Chevrolet Chevy Van, or
any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head
to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value
along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so
it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Chevrolet Chevy Van. We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Chevrolet Chevy Van and see how it feels. Get a free
appraisal here. To understand if the Chevrolet Chevy Van is a good vehicle for you, check out
Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out
Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Chevy Van. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you

unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Refine your search. Astro 40 G20 Express 7 G10
4. Automatic 4. Gasoline 4. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Runs and drives great. Lots of
room for the whole family. Good tires, lots of recent maintenance and service, ready to go. This
van has quite a bit of power and this motor gets good fuel economy. This van runs, drives, and
shifts great and is a blast to drive. It has the 4. Google Ads. Runs strong no engine or
transmission issues. All electrical works great. Tv, bed, tons of room. Great inexpensive van for
a family road trips, traveling, camping. Great van for the price contact if interested. Chevy Van
Mileage. Check out my store for more great unique and classic cars. Look at the autocheck
score. Make sure and check out the video below. This car runs great. This truck is a 1 owner
and only has 25k original miles. It drives down the road very nicely. I just love these 1 owner
vehicles that have super low miles. There is no hesitation and it fires right up. The engine
compartment and underneath are clean and dry as can be. They just used it for special
occassions. This is a 1 owner truck with 25k original miles the exterior of this g20 is in really
good condition. It is maroon in color and the paint has all its shine still. Even has the red and
gold pinstiping going down the sides. It look like it spent most of it's life in a garage and out of
the sun. This truck has a lot of chrome on it. The bumpers, trim, ladder, roof rack, and all in
great shape and just shines in the sun. It has the barn doors in the back which is both doors
opening out and the big sliding door on the passenger side. It has the factory wheel covers that
are in excellent shape and the gold really sets this truck off. Has a nice set of tires that have a
ton of tread and haven't seen the road that much. Options: automatic transmission 4. It has the
red cloth interior with the real wood trim that goes really good with the maroon exterior. They
show very minimal wear and don't have any rips or tears in them anywhere. The first row of
back seats are also captains chairs. The back seat barely looks like it was ever sat in and does
have seatbelts for the passengers. It also folds town and turns into a bed just like a futon. The
carpets is in excellent shape and just has a couple small stains that would come out. It has
plenty of room for anything. The back two windows both have curtains and all the side windows
have curtains as well. Has the mood lighting in the back al
citroen manuals download
volvo s40 custom
boxford library
ong with interior lights mounted on the ceiling. This truck only being a 1 owner and only having
25k original miles is a one of a kind. Call anytime with questionsâ€¦. Pinstiping is a little faded.
Ac needs to be recharged. There looks to be a small hole in the back of the drivers seat that has
been replaced in the past. Screw hole in the floor from where a carpet runner used to be. This is
a classic van that may be in need of some restoration. Everything is pictured and in the video.
Each car undergoes a rigorous point inspection before we offer it to the public. Prices and
availability subject to change. Had local shop go through it and replace or repair anything
needed. It is now road ready. Has newer radio and speakers are working to back of van. It has a
new flat screen tv with dvd player. Great driving vehicle. It only has k miles on it. Call or text me
at This vehicle is with us in albuquerque nm. Shipping is up to new owner. Air Conditioning.
Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

